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This study presents a distortion analysis of a welded T-joint by using the virtual manufacturing (VM). Two different non-

linear 3D FEM-based VM systems, namely the general purpose MSC Marc/Mentat and the specialized Simufact.Welding

software are compared and verified with the experiment. Both simulations are conducted based on an uncomplicated

procedure without considering enormously on the weldment shape and resulting transient temperature distribution. Within

this VM procedure, the heat source is modeled following Goldak’s double ellipsoid and the flow curve as one of the

material properties of low carbon steel S235 is added with only one strain rate (0.001 s) based on non-linear isotropic

plasticity model and von-Mises yield stress criterion. As the final outcome, the simplified procedures, weld geometry, and

material properties will reduce the pre-processing without deteriorating the distortion results tremendously. Welding provides

more structured and clearer simulation steps with more precise results of the angular distortion (Average of 7.25%)

compared to the general purpose MSC Marc/Mentat (Average of 14.5%). This simplified simulation procedure without heat

source and temperature calibration as well as complex material properties can be recommended for implementation if the

time matter is constrained and the results are expected to be moderate.
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1. Introduction

The involvement of Virtual Manufacturing (VM) process in

engineering environment nowadays is able to tackle the challenges

faced in modern engineering society such as increasing demands in

term of quality and quantity of manufactured products. FEM-based

VM is one of the crucial components within Virtual Engineering

which is a realization of real manufacturing process inside the

computer world utilizing the numerical model. Principally, VM’s

main function is to model the entire manufacturing process in order

to enhance the decision-making and quality control within the

manufacturing process.1,2 Many VM engineer uses three-

dimensional model in order to simulate the realistic numerical

model when compared to the real manufacturing process.3

The basic principle of fusion welding process is that two or

more materials with similar or dissimilar composition heated until

their melting point then connected among each other after the

cooling phase commenced. One of the fusion welding processes is

GMAW used commonly due to its flexibility and high range of

productivity in engineering field with an extensive range of plate

NOMENCLATURE

a = Width

bf = Front length

br = Rear length

c = Depth

CAD = Computer aided design

FEM = Finite element method

WAAM = Wire-Arc additive manufacturing

VM = Virtual manufacturing
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thickness.4,5 T-joint type of welding is one of the most popular joint

types among welding process which is commonly applied on pipes

and tubes that are welded in perpendicular orientation. The T-joint

is often constructed with two or more weld passes which owes the

relatively large wall thickness in tube or pipe system when its

applied on those type of constructions.6

Nowadays, welding technology is commonly used in a

lightweight structure which consists of thin plates, but the

distortions that could possibly be occurred are not easy to correct.

This may lead into an imperfection which will affect the final

design of finished goods.7 Presence of distortion affects the

dimensional accuracy causing misalignment of structural parts,

which might lead to poor joint fit-up and decrease aesthetical

value. Even though welding process has been used frequently in

manufacturing environment, the distortion that occurs could lead to

the imperfect final product design that would increase the

production cost in overall, especially on maintenance cost.8

Distortion in the welding process resulted from the unbalanced

thermally induced stress that exists in non-restrained weld joints.

The three major distortion forms usually found in welding

processes are longitudinal shrinkage that takes place in a direction

parallel to the weld line, transverse shrinkage that develops in a

direction perpendicular to the weld line and angular change due to

rotation around the weld line. Configuration of weld joint, heat

input during transfers and welding sequences are factors that could

affect the extend of distortions.9 By conducting repair welding

process, it will lead into a quite sums of schedule delay and

additional costs. By predicting the degree of welding distortions

beforehand, engineers also could reduce the number of reworks by

means of reverse design and distortion margin.10

The prediction of distortion is of importance when the intent is

to minimize its negative effects. The distortion prediction method

is divided mainly into experimental, analytical and numerical

method.11 Computer-aided numerical method or FEM is a

powerful tool for analyzing the potential deformation in which a

numerical model for analyzing the pattern of welding distortion is

simulated based on actual manufacturing parameters.12 Since its

inception, the numerical simulations have become a mandatory

tool to predict the outcome of the real experiment prior to actual

welding. The 3D model usage becomes a necessity for the high-

accuracy prediction of post-weld deformation and stress

distribution on the joint.

One of the main purposes of finite element method on welding

process is to predict the percentage of distortions with a numerical

method which occurs during the entire welding process. The usage

FEM acts as a preventive maintenance before the actual welding

process by preventing the unwanted distortions.13 In welding

simulation, the principle of Finite Element Analysis consists of two

parts, which are thermal and mechanical analysis.14 The

temperature calculation is determined as the variable for each

melting and cooling points in term of analysis.15 However, the

limitation of computational ability is a minor constraint on

predicting the outcome that exactly accurate compared to real

model. With the help of modern simulation software and use of

numerical techniques, complex phenomenon of welding can be

understood, and both weld thermal cycles experienced by the weld

and distortion resulting from this can be predicted with reasonable

accuracy.16

The numerical simulations that specified for reducing the

computational time and complexity of transient linear problem has

been an interest in researcher in FEM area for years.17 Mato and

Zdenko18 had performed an analysis based on T-joint weld aiming

to analyze residual stresses and distortions induced by T-joint weld

and found that the numerical model of 3D-solid had no significant

influence towards the temperature distribution field. The prediction

of angular distortion is crucial when the intent is to minimize its

negative effects. 

In recent decades, many researches have been done on heat

source models to reveal various welding process, such as gauss or

elliptical heat source model for TIG in low welding current, double

ellipsoid heat source model for MIG and double-ellipsoidal +

EHGC (Exponentially-Tapered Peak Value of Heat Flux in

Gaussian Cylinder) heat source model for plasma arc welding.19

Pavalec in late 1960s recommended a heat source model of

circular disc with Gaussian distribution on the surface of the

workpiece. Then, Goldak’s double ellipsoidal heat source was

developed for the use of FE in welding simulation process. Fig. 1

illustrates the Goldak’s Double Ellipsoid model.

Power density of the heat flux in front section (Qvf) of heat

source can be determined by following formula, Eq. (1):
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Fig. 1 Illustrarion of Goldak’s Double Elllipsoid heat source model
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Power density of the heat flux in rear section (Qvr) can be

determined by Eq. (2):

(2)

Where ff and fr are the heat deposited fractional factors in the

front and rear quadrant respectively and its sum is equal to 2. The

distribution of fluxes in the double ellipsoid model is determined

by 4 directions: width (a), depth (c), rear length (br) and front

length (bf). The values for each direction are shown in Table 1.

2. Virtual Manufacturing Using Nonlinear 3D-FEM

Systems: Material Model, Process Parameters and

Geometry

Low Carbon steel material S235 is assigned for both simulations

which acts as both weld and filler materials. S235 is a version of

low carbon steel which mirrors the real-life material assigned in

welding process. Thermomechanical properties of S235 are

exhibited on Fig. 2, while flow curve with isotropic nonlinear

hardening model is demonstrated by means of Fig. 7. Table 1

displays the parameters that are implemented on the simulation

process that would be later used on the experimental verification

on both FEM software. The Current (I) and the Voltage (V) are

considered under the equation of power. The assigned travel speed

(v) was based on the ideal welding speed for this material using

one-pass T-joint.

Fig. 4 shows the schematic illustration of the geometrical model,

having the dimension of 120 × 150 mm as base plate and

60 × 150 mm as stiffener plate. The thickness of plates is 4 mm,

which was assigned to produce double-sided weld. In this

simulation, the geometry is meshed using single-passed welding

bead.

The most modern simulation technique of the actual

manufacturing process is considered as an advanced phase of

modern engineering since it combines all the aspects of thermal,

mechanical and metallurgical phenomena in one numerical model.

The FEM simulation process of Simufact.Welding carries the same

principal as MSC Marc/Mentat which some features differs than

the other. 

Compared to the whole process of MSC Marc/Mentat, however,

Simufact.Welding provides more simplified process than MSC

Marc/Mentat. This situation is occurred knowing that Simufact.

Welding is a dedicated welding software which contents has been
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Table 1 Heat source dimension in FEM simulation

Heat source direction Value (mm)

Width 4.0

Depth 4.0

Rear length 3.5

Front length 3.5

Fig. 2 Temperature-dependent thermo-physical properties of S235

Fig. 3 Flow curves of S235 steel at a strain rate of 10-3 s

Table 2 Welding parameters used in both FEM software

Welding Parameter Value

Current (A) 140

Voltage (V) 15

Travel Speed, v (mm/s) 3.6

Latent heat (J/kg) or (mm/s2) 256400 or 2564e+11

Liquidus temperature (C) 1500

Solidus Temperature (C) 1450

Contact heat transfer coefficient (W/m2K) or 

(N/mmsK)
1000 or 1

Convective heat transfer coefficient (W/m2K) or 

(N/mmsK) 
20 or 0.02

Emissivity coefficient (-) 0.6
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arranged to simulate real life welding rather than MSC Marc/

Mentat which serves as general purposes FEM software. Fig. 5

displays the schematic illustration of FE model assigned to

Simufact.Welding. The CAD model was created by using MSC

Marc/Mentat. Weld beads for the T-joint were modelled on which

the welding trajectory is located. 

3. Experimental Setup and Procedures of Welded T-Joint

A series of comprehensive experimental welding processes were

conducted in order to verify the simulation FEM result using T-

joint weldment. Robotic Welding machine used for this experiment

is ABB IRB 2400/16, with the GMAW power source KEMMPI

Pro Evolution ProMIG 540MXE. The demonstration of robotic

welding equipment can be seen in Fig. 6.

Table 3 shows the chemical composition of S235 based on

material data sheet and the experimental results obtained using an

Arc Spark Emission Spectrometer.

A macrograph is analyzed in order to generate the clearer image

of heat affected zone from T-joint experiment. The result of the

macrograph can be seen in Fig. 7 below.

A precised Coordinate Measuring Machine (CMM) of Mitutoyo

model Beyond 70 with probe system model Renishaw PH9 is used

as measurement for distortions of each point on the sides of plate.

Before and after the welding process, the specimens were

quantified using the same CMM to obtain the final readings of the

identical points. Three measurement locations of the plate were

defined in order calculate the angular distortion.

Fig. 4 FE model of 3D solid welded T-joint using MSC Marc/Mentat

Fig. 5 FE model of 3D solid welded T-joint using Simufact.Welding

Fig. 6 Robotic welding ABB IRB 2400/16

Fig. 7 Macrograph of weld and model: experiment (Top), MSC

Marc/Mentat (Bottom-Left) and Simufact.Welding (Bottom-

Right)

Table 3 Chemical composition of material S235

Elements
S235

(Data sheet)

Low carbon steel

(Experiment)

C 0.15 0.186

Mn 1.1 0.146

Si - 0.011

S 0.027 0.0011

P 0.02 0.001
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4. Result and Discussion

Fig. 8 demonstrates the angular distortion results towards the

displacements from solid model FEM simulation and experimental

process. Three different points were measured as tracking points

which serve as measurement for distortion in both distortion and

experimental process. The points which were selected on FEM

simulation mirrors the points that was measured using CMM on

experimental process in order to ensure the legitimate comparison

between FEM and experiment. 

Table 4 displays the approximate time for pre-processing

starting from material model up to execution of the numerical

simulation. The geometry is modelled by utilizing MSC Patran and

would later be transferred to both MSC Marc/Mentat and

Simufact.Welding. This part of pre-processing was conducted by

expert-level user to ensure that both pre-processing was carried out

at similar skill level.

Table 5 shows the computational time starting from job

submission until the very last increment within simulation. MSC

Marc/Mentat needs less computational time, since MSC Marc/

Mentat calculates lesser variable in overall than Simufact.Welding,

which is a dedicated welding simulation software under

consideration of more prediction parameters.

From the computational time comparison above, it can be seen

that Simufact.Welding has longer computational time compared to

MSC Marc/Mentat but in exchange offers a faster pre-processing

time, thus the overall time from start to finish are shorter when

compared to MSC Marc/Mentat. Table 6 exhibits the comparative

result of angular distortion between FEM-based Virtual

Manufacturing using both software and experimental process.

The result displayed in both VM software shows a similar

distortion patterns with the results induced by experimental T-joint

process. For both software, the result shows that the error

percentage between simulation and experiment is within the range

of 7.25 to 15.3%. This proves that both VM software are able to

produce an acceptable result compared to experimental distortion

result.

5. Conclusion

By means of FEM-based Virtual Manufacturing, a study of

Fig. 8 Distortion result in T-joint simulation in MSC Marc/Mentat,

Simufact.Welding and experiment

Table 4 Pre-processing time required for modelling to execution

Non-linear VM Tool 
Pre-processing 

time (s)

Relative 

difference (%)

Simufact.Welding 183 -

MSC Marc/Mentat 672 367.2

Table 5 Computational time required for simulation

FEM System
Computational 

time (s)

Relative 

difference (%)

MSC Marc/Mentat 3320 -

Simufact.Welding 4935 48.6

Table 6 Simulation and experimental result comparison

Position

Average angular distortion (mm) Relative error (%)

Experiment

MSC 

Marc/

Mentat

Simufact.

Welding

MSC 

Marc/

Mentat

Simufact.

Welding

1st side 0.71 0.60 0.64 15.3 9.6

2nd side 0.69 0.59 0.66 13.7 4.9
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distortions of welded T-joint using GMAW had been executed. The

research covers both numerical and experimental analysis which

was compared as final output. The software MSC Marc/Mentat

and Simufact.Welding are used for numerical analysis using 3D

solid element. To conclude this research, there are some critical

points to be stated, namely:

(1) The FEM-based Virtual Manufacturing of T-joint model

were executed successfully with clear and simplified simulation

procedure. 

(2) VM modelling and simulation using MSC Marc/Mentat and

Simufact.Welding show good agreement on distortion tendency

verified with experimental results.

(3) Simufact.Welding is able to provide a more stable result with

less average error percentage (7.25%) compared to MSC Marc/

Mentat (14.5%).

(4) Although user requires faster computational time in MSC

Marc/Mentat by 48.6%, faster pre-processing time is recorded

using Simufact.Welding by 267.2%.

(5) Due to simplified procedure as proposed, the complicated

heat source and thermal calibration can be neglected.

(6) Simufact.Welding has more clarified procedure and easier to

use when compared to general purpose VM tool.

(7) The non-homogenous material, geometry, pre-condition of

welding process and the fluctuating parameters during

experimental analysis might cause the difference between

simulation and experiment results.

From the knowledge point of view, important information

through simulation is obtained which can be used as a planning

tool within the design phase or prior to actual welding process.

This investigation could bring a contribution towards the further

development of research in FEM-based VM application such as for

other joint geometry and materials. 
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